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Cableduct 700 series IP44 rated floor box
User instructions

Installation of the floor box
1.
Mount the base box securely in the sub floor
2.
Using the adjustment screws on the height adjustable inner
frame to level the lid and frame to the surrounding floor material
3.
Lay the floor material up to the outer frame, and inside the
lid of the floor box
4.
Use a waterproof sealant to ensure a watertight seal
between the surrounding floor material and the frame of the floor
box
5.
The box is supplied fitted with a sealing plate. A user plate
is supplied loose. When installed the box should be fitted with the
sealing plate, and the user should be given the loose user plate.

Use of the floor box
1. When the socket is not in use the floor box should always be fitted with
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the sealing plate
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2. When the socket is required to be used, remove the sealing plate by
unscrewing the 2 x M5 screws
3. Replace the sealing plate with the user plate. Note that the box is NOT sealed when the sealing
place has been removed and the box must not be subjected to water. Whilst the box is being used
the outlet flap will be in an open position.
4. Once the box is no longer required for use, the user plate must be replaced with the sealing plate.
5. The box is designed to allow water ingress through the lid, but to seal against the water accessing
the socket enclosure. After the box (fitted with sealing plate) has been subject to wet washing, the
area inside the lid must be allowed to dry fully before removing the sealing plate.
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